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Solvation forces and liquid–solid phase equilibria for water confined
between hydrophobic surfaces

Kenichiro Kogaa)

Department of Chemistry, Baker Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-1301

~Received 20 November 2001; accepted 1 April 2002!

Solvation force and phase behavior of water confined between hydrophobic surfaces at nanoscale
distances have been studied by molecular dynamics simulation of the TIP4P model water. Freezing
and melting of confined water are observed at certain intersurface separations in bringing one
surface to the other at a fixed temperature and a fixed lateral or bulk pressure. Solvation force curves
are found to be discontinuous upon freezing and melting of confined water and exhibit strong
hystereses, implying a peculiar manifestation of the hydrophobic effect. The thermodynamics for a
confined system at fixed surface separation, temperature, and lateral or bulk pressure is applied for
examining the liquid–solid equilibria of confined water. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a fluid is confined in a narrow pore, its pha
behavior becomes much richer than that of a bulk flu
Many theoretical and computer experimental studies of r
tively simple model fluids have illuminated various kinds
phase transition under confinement, such as confinem
induced freezing transitions, wetting and drying transitio
and prewetting and predrying transitions.1–3 Less understood
are the phase equilibria of confined complex fluids who
intermolecular interaction is highly directional such as a h
drogen bond interaction. Confined water is an example
this kind and a subject of this paper. Phase equilibria
confined water is of general interest since they might
playing some important roles in biological and geologic
processes. Also interesting is the effect of confinement on
low-temperature anomalies of water.4

Recent computer simulation studies of confined wa
have revealed bilayer liquid-to-bilayer solid pha
transitions5,6 which are manifestation of a perfect hydrog
bond network under quasi-two-dimensional confinement
these simulations, the phase transitions have been obse
by changing temperature,T, in steps under constant norm
pressure,Pzz

5 ~the intersurface separation distance,H, being
not fixed! and under constant lateral pressure,Pxx

6 ~H being
fixed!. Lowering temperature of the former system leads t
bilayer ice crystal5 whereas that of the latter system giv
rise to a bilayer amorphous phase.6 The liquid-to-bilayer
amorphous solid transition is an important example of
polyamorphic transition7 because of its strong first-orde
character and because of the clear difference between
phases~both in structure and dynamics!.6

The present work demonstrates that liquid–solid fir
order phase transitions are observedby changing the dis-
tance Hunder fixed (T,Pxx) and fixed~T,P! @or (T,m)# con-
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ditions, where P is the pressure of a bulk phase
equilibrium with the confined phase andm the chemical po-
tential being uniform throughout the bulk and confin
phases. The solvation force curves exhibit discontinu
changes and large hysteresis due to the freezing and me
transitions of confined water. Thermodynamic description
this system enables us to examine the phase boundarie
the PxxHT andmHT spaces.

II. SIMULATION MODEL, METHOD, ENSEMBLE

A. Lateral-pressure controlled system

Figure 1 shows a model system comprising two para
walls and N molecules confined between them. The to
potential energy of the system is written as

U5 (
i 51

N21

(
j 5 i 11

N

f~r i j !1(
i 51

N

V~r i !, ~1!

where the pair potentialf is the TlP4P water potential8 and
its argumentr i j presents both the distance between m
eculesi and j and their orientations. The long-range wate
water intermolecular potential is smoothly truncated atr c

58.75 Å. The external potentialV is a field due to the two
parallel walls vertical toz axis and fixed atzwall56H/2. The
potential energy depends on the distance of the TIP4P in
action site for an oxygen atom from the origins of the wal
That is, V is a function ofz coordinate of the oxygen site
only:

V~z!5(
wall

v~ uz2zwallu!, ~2!

where v(z)5A/z92B/z3 is the 9-3 Lennard-Jones~LJ!
potential9 with parametersA andB chosen for the interaction
between water and a ‘‘hydrophobic’’ solid surface.10

The simulation cell is a rectangular prism~lamella! with
lateral dimensionsLx andLy . Periodic boundary conditions
are imposed in thex and y directions. This system is bas
cally a quasi-two-dimensional system since the height~H! is

ty
il:
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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10883J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 24, 22 June 2002 Water confined between hydrophobic surfaces
finite ~typically a few molecular diameters! while the area of
walls is assumed to be infinite~by the periodic boundary
conditions!. As described in the following, the lateral pre
sure is controlled by allowing changes in lateral dimensio
~Lx andLy! in the simulation; this model system is referre
to as the lateral-pressure controlled system.

Volume of the system isdefinedasV5Ah, which is the
area A5LxLy multiplied by the effective heighth5H
22z0 , wherez052.47 Å is the distance at whichv(z)50.
Note that the volume of an inhomogeneous system is
uniquely defined and that the effect of how it is defined is
small if the inhomogeneity is of the order of nanomete
e.g., if H52z0 ~nanometer confinement!, then the volume
defined here is zero whereas the volume defined asAH is
finite. Thus quantities per volume are not uniquely defin
either.

Since this system comprises only the confined portion
fluid ~or solid!, the number of molecules required in th
simulation (rLxLyh) is much smaller than the bulk counte
part (rLx

3). This computational advantage permits us to e
amine the phase behavior of confined fluid in a wide range
thermodynamic phase space, compared to the bulk-pres
controlled system described in the following.

B. Bulk-pressure controlled system

We devised another system which comprises a confi
region and a bulk environment. A schematic diagram of t
system is shown in Fig. 1~b!. Two parallel walls whose di-
mension is finite in thex direction (l x530 Å) and infinite in
the y direction are fixed atzwall56H/2 and immersed in a
bulk fluid. The simulation cell is a rectangular prism wi

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams for theNPxxT constant system~a! and theNPT
constant system~b!.
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dimensionsLx , Ly , andLz containingN molecules and the
two walls; periodic boundary conditions are applied to t
three directions. The total potential energy of the system
the same form as Eq.~1! but with a different potential field
V:

V~r !5H (wallv~ uz2zwallu! if uxu< l x/2

(wallv~r wall! otherwise
, ~3!

where r wall5$(x2xwall)
21(z2zwall)

2%1/2 with xwall56 l x/2.
The long-range interaction for eachv(r ) is smoothly trun-
cated atr c58.75 Å ~the same distance asr c for the fluid–
fluid interaction!. The conditionsr c, l x and 2r c,Lx2 l x

necessary for both the potential and force fields to be c
tinuous everywhere are satisfied with the above-given va
for r c and l x , and with those for other parameters given
the following.

In this system the bulk pressure is controlled by allowi
fluctuations in one dimensionLx of the simulation cell. This
system enables us to directly relate the solvation force
the phase behavior of a confined system with the thermo
namic condition of the environment, although it requir
much more molecules than theNPxxT-constant system does

C. NPxx T and NPT constant simulations

The method used for the constant-NPxxT molecular dy-
namics~MD! simulation is similar to the one for the standa
NPTMD simulation.11 It differs from the standard method i
that the lateral dimensionsLx andLy are allowed to indepen
dently change their values whileH is fixed. This is more
appropriate than the method of changing the lateral dim
sions at a fixed ratio if the phase transition to a solid phas
involved as in the present study. The phase behavior
examined mainly by varying the wall–wall separation d
tanceH in steps of 0.1 Å~or larger for largeH! at two fixed
temperatures, 270 and 280 K, and at fixed lateral pressur
0.1 MPa. The number of molecules was taken to be 240.
average lateral dimensions of the simulation box were t
sufficiently large, e.g.,^Lx&;35 Å at 270 K and H
57.6 Å. The Gear predictor-corrector method was employ
for solving the equation of motion with a time step of 0.5
The simulation time for each thermodynamic state po
(H,Pxx ,T) was between 5 and 20 ns, depending on the ti
required for equilibration. From the simulation, one can
rectly obtain the pressurePzz exerted on the walls by the
confined fluid.

The standard method11 is used for theNPT-constant MD
simulations. In two series of MD simulations, one at 270
and the other at 250 K, both atP50.1 MPa, the interwall
separationsH were decreased or increased in steps as in
NPxxT constant system. The number of molecules was ta
to be 3350. Two dimensions of the simulation cell we
fixed: Ly530 Å andLz560 Å; the time average of anothe
dimension,̂ Lx&, was then nearly the same asLz . The simu-
lation time at each separation is 0.4 ns in most cases an
longer than 2.0 ns in cases when the confined water un
goes a phase transition. In this simulation, the solvation fo
f—the net force acting on the walls per area—is obtain
directly.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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No direct interaction between two parallel walls is a
sumed in bothNPxxT- andNPT-constant systems.~Note that
the direct interaction would not alter the result of our sim
lation as the two walls are fixed in space.! Then the total
force between the walls obtained from the simulation
purely the solvation force.

Confined fluids in the real world, such as fluids in por
and fluid between two surfaces, are usually in contact wit
bulk phase. It is then natural in laboratory experiments t
one controls thermodynamic variables of the bulk phase s
asP andT; in MD simulations, on the other hand, variabl
of a confined fluid such as pressure-tensor componentsPi j

are controlled@Fig. 1~a!# or the bulk reservoir is treated ex
plicitly at the cost of much heavier computation@Fig. 1~b!#.
It should be noted that the former system does not co
spond to the pressure-constant experiment because any
ponent of the pressure tensor of a confined phase is no
general the same as the pressure of bulk phase in equilib
with the confined phase. Direct correspondence with exp
ments may be achieved by the grand canonical Monte C
~GCMC!, the Gibbs ensemble method,12 or any other method
by which the uniformity of the chemical potential is assur
between confined and bulk phases. Indeed, the freezing
sition in a confined LJ fluid has been studied successfully
GCMC simulations.13 The particle ~molecule! insertion,
however, would be much more difficult if a solid phase
complex fluids is involved as in the present system. We
also interested in dynamical properties of the confined liq
and solid. Thus we have employed theNPxxT andNPT en-
semble MD simulations.

III. THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONSHIPS AND PHASE
EQUILIBRIA

Evans and Marini Bettolo Marconi have generalized
thermodynamics of fluids confined between two solid s
strates with emphasis on the solvation force and the ph
equilibria of an open~mVT-controlled! system.1 Here we
describe the thermodynamics of a one-component confi
fluid in the NPxxT ensemble and compare thermodynam
relationships with those for the open system.

The infinitesimal change in the internal energyU of the
confined system@Fig. 1~a!# is written as

dU5TdS2APzzdh2PxxhdA1mdN. ~4!

The natural choice of the thermodynamic potential appro
ate to a closed system sketched in Fig. 1~a! is

F5U2AhPxx2TS. ~5!

Then its differential is given by

dF52SdT2ADPdh1AhdPxx1mdN, ~6!

where DP5Pzz2Pxx . As U is a homogeneous first-orde
function of the variableS, A and N, one hasU5TS
2PxxhA1mN and so from Eq.~5! one has

F5mN. ~7!

On substituting~7! on the left-hand side of Eq.~6!, one ob-
tains the Gibbs–Duhem equation for the confined phase
Downloaded 10 Jun 2002 to 128.253.229.143. Redistribution subject to A
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dm52sdT2aDPdH1vdPxx , ~8!

where s5S/N, a5A/N, and v5Ah/N5V/N; also dh
5dH is used. From Eq.~8! one has Maxwell relations: for a
fixed lateral pressurePxx ,

S ]s

]H D
Pxx ,T

5S ]aDP

]T D
Pxx ,H

, ~9!

for a fixed wall-wall distanceH,

S ]s

]Pxx
D

H,T

52S ]v
]TD

H,Pxx

, ~10!

and for a fixed temperatureT,

S ]v
]H D

T,Pxx

52S ]aDP

]Pxx
D

T,H

. ~11!

Conditions for the phase equilibria between two distin
phasesa and b in the confined geometry areTa5Tb, ma

5mb, andPxx
a 5Pxx

b ; however the pressures exerted on t
walls by phasea and by phaseb are in general unequal, i.e
Pzz

a ÞPzz
b . The phase boundary is a surface in thePxxHT

space, and the slopes of the surface at fixedH, T, andPxx are
given, respectively, by

dT

dPxx
5

va2vb

sa2sb , ~12!

dPxx

dH
5

~aDP!a2~aDP!b

va2vb , ~13!

and

dH

dT
52

sa2sb

~aDP!a2~aDP!b . ~14!

We utilize these Clapeyron equations in examining ph
boundaries between two distinct condensed phases in
fined water.

Now we consider thermodynamic relationships for flui
constrained between two plane-parallel walls and open
bulk environment.1 The system consists of fluid molecules
a large container of volumeVc and everything else including
the two parallel walls immersed in the fluid is the surroun
ings of that system@Fig. 1~b!#. The volumeV of the system
is defined asVc2Vw , whereVw is the volume of the two
walls defined by dividing surfaces. The dividing surfac
may be chosen arbitrarily from those lying within the fluid
wall interface regions; but a natural choice of the dividi
surfaces would be one of the equipotential surfaces for
wall–fluid molecule interactions. Once the dividing surfac
are chosen, it is supposed that the infinitesimal change iU
is

dU52PdV1TdS1mdN12sdA2FdH, ~15!

whereF is the total force exerted on each wall immersed
the fluid and

s5
1

2 S ]U

]A D
V,S,N,H

~16!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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10885J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 24, 22 June 2002 Water confined between hydrophobic surfaces
is the fluid–wall surface tension. It is noted thatV being
fixed in the definition ofs does not meanVc(5V1Vw)
being fixed, unlessVw50 is assumed. This illustrates th
the process of changingA at fixed V depends on how to
choose the dividing surfaces definingVw . Thus, strictly
speaking, the fluid–wall surface tensions defined here de-
pends on the choice of the dividing surfaces. The thermo
namic potential for the open system is the grand poten
V5U2TS2mN, and the equilibrium condition is
(dV)m,T,V,H50. To focus on the properties arising from in
homogeneity, excess quantities are defined~following Gibbs’
prescription! as Sex5S2Sb, Nex5N2Nb, and Vex5V
2Vb, where superscriptb denotes quantities of a homog
neous bulk system of volumeV at the samem andT as those
for the inhomogeneous system. Then the infinitesimal cha
in Vex is written as

dVex52SexdT2Nexdm12sdA2FdH. ~17!

SinceVex is homogeneous of the first degree inA, it follows
thatVex52sA, and substituting this forVex in Eq. ~17!, one
obtains

2ds52hdT2Gdm2 f dH, ~18!

where h5Sex/A, G5Nex/A, and f 5F/A. From Eq. ~18!,
one obtains surface Maxwell relations1 analogous to Eqs
~9!–~11!.

For given (m,T,H), two distinct phasesa and b can
coexist in the confined region if (Vex)a5(Vex)b, or sa

5sb. From the latter condition with Eq.~18!, the following
condition holds at any phase boundary:

~ha2hb!dT1~Ga2Gb!dm1~ f a2 f b!dH50. ~19!

Thus one finds that the slope of the phase boundary sur
at fixedH, T, andm, is given, respectively, by1

dT

dm
52

Ga2Gb

ha2hb , ~20!

dm

dH
52

f a2 f b

Ga2Gb , ~21!

and

dH

dT
52

ha2hb

f a2 f b . ~22!

It is found that these and Eqs.~12!–~14! are closely analo-
gous.

IV. FORCE CURVES IN THE NPxx T ENSEMBLE

Figure 2 showsPzz(H) curves obtained from the latera
pressure-controlled simulation. At 280 K, with reducingH
from 13.5 to 6.5 Å,Pzz oscillates reflecting the structure o
the confined liquid@Fig. 2~a!#. The highest peak at around
Å corresponds to the force required for squeezing a bilaye
a monolayer. The potential energy also changes continuo
at this temperature. Thus no phase transition is observe
changingH at T5280 K andPxx50.1 MPa. On changingH
at 270 K, however, the force curve exhibits discontinuit
accompanied by two hystereses. The first discontinu
change inPzz with reducingH is observed as an abrupt dro
Downloaded 10 Jun 2002 to 128.253.229.143. Redistribution subject to A
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at aroundH59 Å, and thenPzz increases rapidly untilH
57.5 Å, where again a sudden drop is observed. Struct
analysis confirms that the confined water undergoes
liquid-to-bilayer amorphous solid phase transition at arou
9 Å, and that the amorphous phase is compressed un
melts at 7.5 Å. WhenH is then increased,Pzz changes con-
tinuously showing a peak at around 8 Å~a peak similar to
the one at 280 K! and then suddenly jumps to a higher val
at 8.2 Å. This jump corresponds to the liquid-to-bilay
amorphous transition. After the transition,Pzz decreases with
increasingH and eventually takes negative values; but it su
denly jumps at 9.4 Å. The last jump corresponds to the
layer amorphous-to-liquid phase transition. In this way,
confined water undergoes the liquid-to-amorphous a
amorphous-to-liquid transitions with decreasingH, and ex-
hibit the transitions in reverse order showing a large hys

FIG. 2. ForcePzz acting on the walls against the wall–wall separatio
distanceH at constant lateral pressurePxx50.1 MPa and at constant tem
perature:~a! 280 K and~b! 270 K. Left and right arrows indicate the direc
tion thatH is changed.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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esis. The discontinuous force curve and the hystereses re
the first-order phase transitions of confined water.

The potential energy curveU also reflects phase beha
ior of confined water, as plotted in Fig. 3. At 280 K,U
changes continuously. The pronounced increase inU with
decreasingH from around 8.5 Å corresponds to structur
change from bilayer to monolayer structure, the former be
energetically more stable than the latter. A 270 K, upon
creasingH, U drops abruptly by 4.5 kJ/mol atH58.8 Å and
then jumps by 7.6 kJ/mol atH57.5 Å. These discontinuou
changes inU correspond to the liquid-to-solid and solid-to
liquid phase transitions of confined water. Upon increasinH
reversely, distinct hystereses are observed.

V. SOLVATION FORCE CURVES IN THE NPT
ENSEMBLE

The solvation force curves between the semifinite ‘‘h
drophobic’’ walls immersed in the TIP4P water are plotted
Fig. 4. At 270 K, the forcef oscillates with decreasingH
from 15 to 9 Å. There is a local minimum inf at around 11
Å where two walls attract each other by about230 MPa, and
asH decreases furtherf turns to be repulsive—the two wall
repel each other by about 70 MPa atH59 Å. As H is further

FIG. 3. Potential energyU against the wall–wall separation distanceH at
constant lateral pressurePxx50.1 MPa: ~a! 280 K and~b! 270 K. Arrows
indicate the same as in Fig. 2
Downloaded 10 Jun 2002 to 128.253.229.143. Redistribution subject to A
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decreased, the thin film of water between two walls becom
unstable and drainage of molecules to the bulk environm
takes place. Due to this drying transition,f drops abruptly
and the two walls attract each other at 8.6 Å. No liquid-
amorphous phase transition of confined water is observe
this temperature.

The solvation force curve at 250 K, which is around t
melting point (23867 K) of the TIP4P hexagonal ice,14 is
qualitatively different from that at 270 K. As shown in Fig
4~b!, when decreasingH from 10 Å the solvation force ex-
hibits a sudden drop at 9 Å, followed by a rapid increa
The rapid increase inf continues until the two walls repe
each other by about 1100 MPa, and then the force dr
suddenly at 7.8 Å. When increasingH from 9 Å, f decreases
until the two walls attract each other by285 MPa at 9.5 Å,
and then jumps abruptly to a higher value at 9.6 Å. Structu
analysis shows that the structure of confined water chan
from liquid-like random network structure to solid-lik
nearly perfect network structure at 9 Å upon decreasingH
~Fig. 5!. Figures 5~a! and 5~c! show the structure of the
TIP4P water around the pair of semi-finite walls atH
59.1 Å andH59.0 Å, respectively. It is found that ther
exist two molecular layers between the parallel walls
both cases. Significant difference in structure is that atH

FIG. 4. Solvation-force curves for confined water:~a! 270 K and~b! 250 K.
Arrows indicate the same as in Fig. 2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Structures of the TIP4P water around and between the two parallel semi-finite walls atT5250 K andP50.1 MPa: ~a! side and~b! top view atH
59.1 Å and~c! side and~d! top view atH59.0 Å. With decreasingH from 9.1 to 9.0 Å, the liquid-to-solid~bilayer amorphous! transition of confined water
is observed.
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59.0 Å, unlike atH59.1 Å, most hydrogen bonds betwee
the two layers are oriented vertically to the walls and f
dangling OH bonds exist in the confined region. The diff
ence is more evident in the top views of the confined reg
@Figs. 5~b! and 5~d!#; disordered network atH59.1 Å turns
into the bilayer amorphous network, each layer consisting
5, 6, 7, and 8 membered rings, atH59.0 Å. This structural
change is essentially the same as the one observed in
NPxxT constant system. That is, the discontinuity inf and the
distinct hysteresis reflect the liquid-bilayer amorphous ph
transition of water confined by the semi-finite hydrophob
walls. As shown in Fig. 4~b!, the solid-like phase is stable, o
at least metastable, when 7.9 Å,H,9.5 Å at 250 K. Since
the temperature is around the melting point of the TIP
model water, and bulk pressure is set to 0.1 MPa, it is p
sible that real water under an ambient condition underg
the confinement-induced phase transition between hydro
bic surfaces. Hydrophilic surfaces with which water mo
ecules form hydrogen bonds would inhibit the liquid-to-so
transition because then energy difference between the
fined liquid and solid phases cannot be sufficiently large
balance the entropy difference.6 In this regard, the discon
tinuous solvation force may be taken as a special hydrop
bic interaction due to the liquid–solid transition of wate
Recent studies based on molecular theory suggest tha
drying transition gives rise to an attractive solvation for
between the two walls at large length scales.15 More recently
Downloaded 10 Jun 2002 to 128.253.229.143. Redistribution subject to A
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the grand canonical MC simulation showed that the S
model water confined between hydrophobic walls at amb
pressure is metastable and evaporates belowH;12.7 Å.16

Thus the liquid film in the present system could also
metastable. In the time scale of our simulation, however,
drying transition has been observed only at a smallerH. Our
simulation results indicate that the liquid-to-bilayer amo
phous solid free-energy barrier is lower than the liquid-
vapor free-energy barrier under the condition examin
Whether the liquid-amorphous transition or the drying tra
sition takes place at small length scales would depend oP
and T of the bulk environment; the former should be o
served more likely in a lowT and highP region whereas the
latter would occur in a highT and lowP region.

VI. PHASE EQUILIBRIA OF CONFINED WATER

In the NPxxT-constant system, we have shown that t
TIP4P water exhibits the liquid–solid phase transitions up
changing the hydrophobic wall distanceH at 270 K and 0.1
MPa. Now we shall examine the phase boundary. Equat
~12!–~14! claim that slope of the phase boundary is det
mined by the ratio of differences ins, v, andaDP between
two coexisting phases. Now leta, b, and g stand for the
liquid phase at largeH, bilayer amorphous solid phase, an
the liquid phase at smallH, respectively. Then, upon decrea
ing H at 270 K and 0.1 MPa, the three phasesa, b, andg
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 10 Ju
TABLE I. Differences ins, v, and aDP between the liquid~a! and the bilayer amorphous solid~b!, and
betweenb and the liquid~g!, and slopes of the phase boundaries. All the quantities~H, Ds, etc.! are evaluated
at T5270 K andPxx50.1 MPa by averaging those at liquid-to-solid and solid-to-liquid transitions.H is in units
of Å, s in units of J mol21 K21, v in units of Å3, andaDP in units of Å2 MPa.

Equilibrium H Difference in dT/dPxx dPxx /dH dH/dT

a–b 9.1 s 217.8
v 0.432 21.531022 21.63103 24.231022

aDP 2704

b–g 7.9 s 22.6
v 2.44 6.531022 21.83103 8.531023

aDP 24423
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appear in that order. Given in Table I is the difference inxl

2xm ~wherex5s, v or aDP andl, m5a, b, or g!, which is
evaluated approximately from the average ofDxm→ l at the
m-to-l transition and2Dxl→m at the reversel-to-m transi-
tion. SinceDs5(Du2PxxDv)/T @from Eq.~5! and the equi-
librium conditionF l5Fm# and the second termPxxDv/T is
negligible whenPxx50.1 MPa, the difference in entropyDs
~5sb2sa or sg2sb! is given accurately by the first term
Du/T alone. It is found that the entropy difference betwe
liquid and bilayer amorphous phases is as much as the
ference between bulk water and ice.

Evaluated slopes of the liquid–solid phase boundary
given in Table I. In thePxx–T plane, thea–b boundary has
a negative slope, which is analogous to that of bulk wa
and ice lh, whereas theb–g boundary has a positive slope. I
either case, the effect of pressure on the freezing tempera
is very small as usual for any liquid–solid phase bounda
In the H –Pxx plane, the slopes ofa–b and b–g are both
negative@Fig. 6~a!#. The effect of pressurePxx on the sepa-
ration distanceH is very small at around 0.1 MPa and 270
However, at a higher pressure the transition to bilayer am
phous solid phase~b! is not observed.6 This implies that the
two phase boundaries~a–b and b–g! meet at some highe
pressure. In theT–H plane, the slope ofa–b boundary is
negative whereas that ofb–g is positive; see Fig. 6~b!. At a
higher temperature, e.g., 280 K, the bilayer solid phase d
not exist for any separation distanceH. Thus, the two phase
boundaries seem to approach and meet each other bet
270 and 280 K.

Finally, based on Eqs.~20!–~22! and theNPTsimulation
results, we shall examine qualitatively the liquid–solid pha

FIG. 6. Schematic phase boundaries between thick liquid film~a!, bilayer
amorphous solid~b! and thin liquid film ~g!: ~a! the H –Pxx plane atT
5270 K and~b! the T–H plane atPxx50.1 MPa.
n 2002 to 128.253.229.143. Redistribution subject to A
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re
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boundary of confined water in themVT space. Again leta
and b denote the liquid film and the bilayer solid film o
confined water, respectively. At thea–b phase boundary a
P50.1 MPa, T5250 K, and H59.3 Å, we find thatGa

2Gb.0, ha2hb.0, and f a2 f b.0. ~Here the value ofH
is estimated as the average of 9.0 and 9.6 Å at which
a-to-b and the reverse transitions are observed.! Thus, the
slopes of the liquid–solid phase boundary in them –T,
H –m, and H –T plane are negative. The slopes (]T/]m)H

and (]m/]H)T of the a–b phase boundary have the sam
sign as (]T/]Pxx)H and (]Pxx /]H)T of that boundary in the
PxxHT space. This is consistent with the fact thatPxx in-
creases with increasingm.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The MD simulations of two different systems have de
onstrated that by changing the distance between hydroph
surfaces under a constant temperature and a constant
sure~Pxx or P! the liquid–solid phase transition of the TIP4
water is observed. The solid phase has a bilayer amorph
structure having a fully connected hydrogen-bond netwo
Due to the phase transition, the solvation force exhibits d
continuous changes and distinct hysteresis. Only when
surface is hydrophobic and the distance is within a cert
range~about a nanometer!, do water molecules between th
surfaces form a fully connected hydrogen-bond netwo
which is an entropically unfavorable but energetically favo
able structure. This hydrophobic effect is profound in tha
is accompanied by the first-order phase transition. While
cent theoretical studies have shown that the drying transi
gives rise to hydrophobic attraction between large molecu
or surfaces,15,16 our results indicate that the liquid-to-bilaye
amorphous solid phase transition also leads to a hydroph
attraction. So far experimental results confirming the fre
ing of confined water into bilayer amorphous~or crystalline!
solid or demonstrating the discontinuous force presen
here have not been reported; but they might be detected
the surface-force apparatus or the atomic force microsc
measurements.17 The fact that the freezing transition is ob
served in theNPT-constant system suggests that the fre
energy barrier for the liquid-to-bilayer amorphous so
phase transition is lower than, or at least comparable to,
barrier for the cavitation even under the ambient press
Moreover the results of theNPT-constant system indicat
that the confinement-induced freezing transition could be
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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served not only between infinitely large flat surfaces but a
between finite~e.g., 30330 Å! flat plates with edges.
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